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SUMMARY i
In this report, the work aarried out to inveatigate the noise
reduction characteristics of square, fiber-reinforced, laminated panols
and interior panol configurations at the University of Kansas Flight
R_search Laboratory is presented. In addition, the concept of a
tuned damper has been investigated as an application to increase the
noise reduction of a panel at its fundamental resonance frequency.
The experimental study was carried out on 20 x 20 inch panels
in a frequency range of 20 Hz to 5000 Hz. Tests were conducted under i
normal sound incidence in the KU-FRL Beranek tube acoustic facility.
i
The results of the tests with the fiber-reinforced, laminated !
panels indicate better low frequency noise reduction characteristics
for the graphlte-epoxy panels than for the Kevlar panels, due to their
higher stiffness. Variations in thickness caused by the manufacturing
process have prevented the making of decisive conclusions about the
influence of the ply orientation.
Various kinds of interior panel configurations have been studied.
Sandwich panels consisting of a foam core and fiberglass facings ex-
hibit higher sound attenuation characteristics than most of the single
layer panels tested. Doubling the core thickness of these panels has
a larger beneficial effect than doubling the thickness of the skin
layer. Treatments such as carpet, Royallte, and woolen/leather covering
are generally more effective at higher frequencies due to the addition
of mass.
Tests with a tuned ring damper have indicated that it is possible
to increase the damping and noise reduction in a wide range of fre-
i
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queneles around the fundamental resonance frmqu_ney of a panel.
Using two viscoelastic dnmpinB materials, LD-400 and Aquaplas, a _ain A
of 8-9 dB was measured at a weight penalty of about 9% of =he panel
ma_s. Howover, th_oretlcal analysis of this tuned dampur concept
did not predict wall the experimental results and ne_ds more study.
Also some disadvantages of the type of damper used have been discussed.
li
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This report is a _UtLLILiuaLIon Of the documentation of the research
accomplished under continuing NASA Cooperative Agreement NCCl-6. The
prosress of the research accomplished during the period May i, 1981,
throush September 31, 1981, of the current project year (May i, 1981
through April 30, 1982) was included in the previous report, KU-FRL-
_: 417-17 (Reference i).
The present repor_ covers the period from October i, 1981, through
February 28, 1982. In the besinning of this period, the nine loud-
speakers in the noise generation unit of the acoustic facility had to
be replaced, and extensive testing took place to recalibrate the system.
It was not possible to obtain test data consistent with tests conducted
earlier, although the repeatability of tests after the replacement was
good. As a result, future tests, including those described in this
report, will be compared only with other tests conducted after the
replacement.
I The application of fiber-reinforced composite materials, such as
Graphite-Epoxy and Kevlar, for secondary or primary structures is
growing in the commercial airplane industry. This trend is also true
in the 8eneral aviation industry but at a slower pace. A remarkable
exception is the all-composlte Learfan. As a response to this
development, a composite panel program was initiated during this period.
The effects of some of the parameters that affect noise reduction of
these panels have been investigated. These are discussed in Chapter 2.
00000001-TSB03
_aterlals for the internal covering of the fuselage frame vary
J
from a simple sandwich foam panel to a luxurious panel with upholstery !
'l
i
or a carpet covering, depending on th_ function of the airplane. A=
th_ requQst of Beech Aircraft Corporation, samples of possible candlda=_ I
J
for internal panel configuration have been tasted at the KU-FRL acoustic
facility. Results of these tests are described in Chapter 3.
Increasing the damping characteristics of a structural panel will,
amon 8 other things, reduce the vibration amplitudes at resonance fre-
quencies, with attendant reductions in sound radiation. In general,
damping treatments consist of covering the entire panel on the inside
with a layer of a viscoelastic damping materlal. Highly damped panels,
according to this method, usually involve penalties of weight and
complexity, As an alternative the use of a dynamic absorber (also 1
called a tuned damper) has been proposed (References 2-3). Chapter 4
gives an analysi_ of the damping mechanism of such a tuned damper and
reports some test results for a particular tuned damper configuration, i
2
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CHAPTER 2 i
FIBER-REINFORCED COMPOSITE PANELS
/
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The use of composite inminated mat_rlals, such as graphlte-epoxy
and Kevlar*, is slowly Increaslng in the aviation industry. With the
noticeable exception of the all-composlte (graphlte-epoxy) Learfan and
some of the smaller, home-built planes, app14cation of these materials
has been until now mainly limited to secondary or small primary struc-
tures. By virtue of their hish strength-to-weight ratio and their
directional dependent properties, fiber-relnforced laminates offer
the designer the potential to design light-welght, "customized" struc-
tures with the main stiffness direction in the most desired direction.
However, the composition of the laminate (i.e., the number and ply
orientation of the various layers) that would be optimal for a s_ruc-
rural design may not be optimal for noise control. Involving both
aspects in the early design process of the laminated panel coul_ avoid
unnecessary weight penalty, resulting from application of additional
or a larger amount of sound absorption material for noise control.
This chapter describes a test program initiated to study the
noise reduction characteristics of flber-reinforced composite panels.
The fiber materials and the ply orientation were chosen to be the
variables in the test prosram.
*Kevlar is a trade name of Dupont for an aramid fiber material in
combination with an epoxy resin,
3
!
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2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PANELS
Tabl_ 2.1 summarlzQs the variables in the testa conducted. Six
panels were made from graphite-epoxy, and five from Kevlar. These
panels were manufactured by Beech Aircraft Corporation. Details of
the manufacturing process as well as the properties of the material
are presented in Table 2.2. Each panel has outside dimenoions of
20 inches by 20 inches and consists of three layers of the same thick-
hess. Each layer, except one, is made of a woven cloth material wlth
the two main directions of the fibers perpendicular to each other.
The only exception is the middle layer of panel 330, which is a uni-
i
directional tape of graphite-epoxy. The ply orientation of each panel "i
I
is indicated by the angles between the main fiber direction of each
layer with the X axis of the panel. A superscript "u" is used as an
indication of a unidirectional layer. Three different ply orientations
were used: (1) main fiber directions along the X-axis, 0-0-0; (2) top
and bottom layers oriented with main direction along diagonal, middle
layer along X-axls, 45-0-45; and (3) top and middle layers oriented
along X-axls and middle layer along diagonal, 0-45-0. In addition,
in one graphlte-epoxy panel (#330) with a ply-orlentatlon of 45-0-45,
a unidirectional tape was used instead of a woven material for the
middle layer. Although the total thickness of each panel was specified
as 0°030 inch, variations in the manufacturing process resulted in
differences in thickness and in density between the panels. In particu-
lar, the graphlte-epoxy panels appeared to be most susceptible to dif-
ferences in quality control, In Table 2.1 the measured average thickness
is indicated for each panel.
4
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ITabl_ 2.1 DESCRIPTION OF COMPOSITE PANELS
4
Pan_l Mat_rlal Oriontation Number of Thlcknoss
# of Layers Hat Stiff_ners (in)
330 Graphlte-epoxy 45-0u-45 0 .038
331 " 0-0-0 0 .049
332 " 45-0-45 0 .030
333 " 0-45-0 0 .040
334 " 45-0-45 1 .029
335 " 45-0-45 2 .029
336 Kevlar 0-0-0 0 .028
337 " 45-0-45 0 .028
338 " 0-45-0 0 .030
339 " 45-0-45 1 .029
340 " 45-0-45 2 .029
All layers consist of woven material, except the middle layer of
Panel 330, which is a unldirectional tape.
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Table 2.2 ESTIMATED MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE-EPOXY
AND KEVLAR LAMINATES
4
GraphitQ-Epoxy
_mterialt HEXCEL W 3T282/F593 (cloth)
cure| 350°/60'/50 psi
Eli: 9.73 x 106 psi
E22: 9.10 x 106 psi estimated from Reference 4a
Gxy: 3.5 x 106 psi I
u12: 0.3
J
material: USP E788-T300 (unidirectional tape) !
cure: 350°/60'/50 psi i
Ell: 18.0 x 106 psi
E22_ 3.6 x 106 psi estimated from Reference 4b
Gxy: 0.96 x 106 psi
v12: 0.3
Ke_ &at
material: USP E719/281 (cloth)
cure: 250°/60'/40 psi
Eli: 3#87 x 106 psi
E22: 3.24 x 106 psi estimated from Reference 4b
Gxy: 1.45 x 106 psi
v12: 0.3
6
--" .................. " 0000"0001 TSB08
.__ _ ply-orientation
_ T -- _- 45-0-45(cloth)
_"_2"-" ply-or!entat Ioni
1.5" "- "--0.03"
SECTION A-A
Fisure 2.1 Dimensions of Composite Panel with 2 Stiffeners
7
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In addition to the variabla ply orientation, two paneln of each
material w_r_ stiffened with one or two s_iff_ner_ of the hat type. J
Figure 2.1 shows the _eometrical proparti_s wit]| a sln_l_ s_If-
fenor. The stiffener is loca_ad at the center lin_ of th_ pan_l.
During tha tests, the stiffened panels were or:L=n_ed In _uch a
way Chat the direction of =h_ stiffeners was vertical, i.e. the
situation shown in Figure 2.1.
8
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2.3 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
I By varylnR th_ ply orientation, it is poss[b]_ to glvo th_ pan_l
i_s highest stiffneas in the dlr_ctlon where it is most na_dad. The
' noise rQduction characterlstics efa panel at low _r_quancle_ is
mainly dominated by the stiffness of the panel, i.e. _he abill=y ef
the panel to resist h_ndln 8 moments, introduced by the load perpen-
dlcular to the planQ of the panel. Also the fundamental resonance
frequency will be dependent on the panel's stiffness. This section
attempts to relate the low frequency noise reduction characteristics
and the natural resonance frequency with the stiffness character-
istics of the panel, determined by the 8eometrlcal properties of the
t
laminate.
Laminated panels, which are symmetrlcal about the midplane, do
not have a coupling between in-plane loads and bending loads, and the
resistance to bending can be expressed in terms of the elements of the
"D" matrix in the constitutive equations (Reference 5):
Mx DII DI2 D16 kx
My - DI2 D22 D26 , ky (2.1)
M DI6 D26 D66 k
xv xy
where Mx, My, and Mxy - bending moments
DII, D22, D66,
DI2, DI6, D26 - orthotropic elastic constants
kx, ky, kxy = plate curvatures.
9
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Because the aquacion_ of spatially orthotropic plates (for which D16
and D26 = O) are lass complex _han _hose governing more g_noral A
laminated places, lamlnat_d panei_ _re often a._um_d to h_have a_
such _pec,_allyor_ho_tuple plat_a. Reference 6 gJ,v_a _ha natura_
frequency of a ruc_angula_ pla_ for various boundary conditions as:
| i sl ii
fm,n " _2_vC.__Bll(--_) + 2(D12 + 2066) 2'2--,-a2b_ + D22(-3) <2.2)
m
where:
a, b - dimenelons of panel area exposed _o sound (18" x 18")
= mass per unit area of tha plane
m, n - modal number
DiJ - ortho_roplc elastic consUan_s
_i = coefficients describing boundary conditions of each
side of the panel and modal numbers.
Reference 6 gives the following approximated values for the coefficients
a= the fundamental resonance frequency:i
all sides clamped all sides simply supportedI
al = _3 ° 4.730 aI = a3 -
a2 - 151.3 a2 = _
Table 2.3 sires the equations used for the determination of the
orthotropic elastic constants DiJ. Material properties of Kevlar and
graphite-epoxy laminates were estimated from structural data p¢ovlded
by References 4a and 4b and presented in Table 2.2. Appendix A presents
a listing of Uhe FORTRAN program Chat was used _o compute the elements
of the D matrix and _he resonance frequencies for a laminated panel
lO
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Table 2.3 EQUATIONS U_ED FOR COMPUTATION OF THE D MATRIX
i Stiffness Matrix
Qil • EII/(I " vl2v21 )
Q22• E22/(I- vl2v21)
[
Ql2 " v21EIz/(l " vl2v21 ) Wh_rQ v21Ell = _,21E22
) Q66 = Gxy
ql6" qae" o
Transformed Stiffness Matrix q (Material axcs rotated about An_le 0)
m
QII = Ul + U2"COS(28) + U3"COS(48)
Q22 " Ul - U2"COS(20) + U3"COS(4_)
q12 = u4 - U3_COS(4o)
' Q66 = U5 - U3.COS(48)
P
i QI6 " -.5*U2*SIN(28) - U3_SIN(4%)
Q26 " -.5*U2*SIN(2O) + U3*SIN(40)
where:
U1 - i/8(3Qii + 3Q22 + 2q12 + 4Q66)
U2 - I/2(QI 1 - Q22)
U3 - i/8(Qll + Q22 - 2Q12 " 4Q66)
U4 m I/8(QI 1 + Q22 + 6Q12 " 4Q66)
U5 - I/8(Qll + Q22 " 2Q12 + 4Q66)
h/2 -h/2 h/6 h/6
-h/2 -h/6 -h/6 h/6
(Panel consists of 3 equal thickness layers.)
; (b, m, and t indicate bottom, middle, and _op layer, respectively.)
t II
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with three layers of equal thlcknes_, Table 2,4 presents for each
(un_iffanad) panel the computed valued for tlm alantlc eonntantn
D£J and the fundamental raaonane_ frequency ba_ad on the _t_.matod
valuua of the mat_rlal proportta_, A]_o ind.[_al-ed:illpar_n_hou._
arQ _ho valua_ of Di] and fl,1 ,tfea_:h panul wo_Id h_vo _Im _am_
_hlckno_s o_ .030" (ma_s of _ach panel t. proportl.onaI _o tlm change
in thleknuss). A_ can b_ suen, thu agreument butweun meamlr_d and
computed values of the resonancu frequency is poor, at least not
consistent. Although the measured values for the graphite-t_poxy
panels are within i0 Ha of the calculated values for a panel with
all of the edges clamped, measured values of the more fluxlble K_vlar
panels are much higher than th_ predicted values for a clamped edge
condition. The actual boundary conditions o_ =h_ panel in _he k_-
B_ranek tube are not exactly known, Part of the disagreement may be
due to the estlma=ed average values of the material properties, used
in the calculations, and/or to the cavity effect of the Beranek tube
(Reference 7). This cavity _ffect will increase the stiffness of the
panel and therefore increase the fundamental resonance frequency of
the panel. Due to the variations in thickness_ effect of ply orientation
on the noise reduction cannot be determined directly from the test
results. When the orthotropic constants DiJ are determined for
laminates with equal thickness, .032", variations between them as a
result of ply orientation are less pronounced than for the tested panels.
(See TaSle 2.4.)
The higher stiffness characteristics of the graphite-epoxy
laminates will result in higher noise reduction characteristics than
comparably sized Kevlar panels.
12
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2.4 EXP RI N ARESUL
4
Noise r_ductlon _urves of each conducted gast are presented in
Appendix B. Each panel was tested twice in a random sequence. All
tosts w_r_ p_rformed in the KU-FRL Beranak tube. A d_tailod descrip-
t%on of this acoustic test facility is presented in Reference 8, which
also shows the general arrangemen_ of the test installation and illus-
tra_es in detail the position of the panel in the ruse. The tests were
performed on 20" by 20" panels with an exposed area of 18" x 18" under
normal sound incidence and room termperature. All edges of the panel
were clamped with 25 in-lb torque at the clamping points. Figure 2.2
gives an example of a typical noise reduction curve of a general
aviation type specimen tested at the KU-FRL facility. The fundamental
panel/cavlty resonance frequency divides the noise reduction curve
into two reglons: stiffness controlled and mass controlled. In this
report, the noise reduction characteristics of the panels will be
interpreted using these two regions. For the interpretation of the
noise reduction in _he high frequency region (500-5000 Hz), a least-
square-average line will be used to indicate the general trend. In
the graphical presentation of the results in the next sections, noise
reduction values at frequencies of 30 and 3000 Hz are used to represent
the low frequencies (i.e. the stiffness-controlled reglon) and high
frequencies (i.e. the mass-controlled region), respectively. The
choice of these frequencies is rather arbitrary; and for a complete
view of the characteristics over a wide range of frequencies, the
original curves presented in Appendix A should be consulted. Table 2.5
also gives _ome numerical values for certain frequencies of all the
tests conducted.
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Figure 2.2 Noise Reduction Charac_er_stlcs of a Typlcal
. General Avla_iol.Type Panel
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2.4.1 GRAPHITE-EPOXY PANELS
Figure 2.3 shows the noise reduction charact_ristlcs of four
unstiffened panels with different ply orientations as a function of
their (bulk) density. Noise reduction values at frequencies of 30 Hz
(notched bars) and at 3000 Hz (open bars) are presented, as well as
the variance between the two identical tests. The influence of repeat-
ability was most noticeable in the low frequency domain, where the
effect of differences in clamping and testing conditions is the largest.
At 3000 Hz the noise reduction of each panel is about 30 dB,
except panel 322 which has a value of 27.5 dB. No notlceable effect
of the mass law can be found based on the panel density, but there is
an increase in noise reduction with increasing thickness. In the low
frequency region, average noise reduction values range from 7 dB for
both 45-0-45 panels to 12 dB for the 0-0-0 panel and 16 dB for the
panel with the 0-45-0 orientation. Because of the variations in
density and thickness, no strong conclusions can be made about the
influence of the ply orientation; but both panels, having at least
two main directions of the fibers parallel to the edges, have signifi-
cantly higher noise reduction values than the panels with their main
fiber directions along the diagonals.
Figure 2.4 shows the noise reduction characteristics of the
graphite-epoxy panels with respectively 0, i, and 2 stiffeners. Each
panel has a 45-0-45 ply orientation with a minimal variance in thick-
i
hess. The low frequency noise reduction values show clearly the
beneficial influence of the stiffeners. At 3000 Hz no influence of
17 1
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FiSura 2.3 Effect of Ply Orlentatlon on Noise Redu_tlon Characterls_Ics
of Unstiffenad Graphi_a-Epoxy Panels ag Low and _Igh Frequenclas
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Figure 2.4 Effect of S_Iffeners on Noise Reduction Characterls_ics
of Graphite-Epoxy Panels with 45-0-45 Ply Orientation
at Low and ffigh Fraquencies
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the mass can be observed when mass in the form of the stiffeners is
added. Bv comparison, =he neis_ reduat_an values at 30 and 3000 Hz
of an aluminum panel with a comparable thickness of 0.032 inch are
i0 and 35 dB. Taking into account the difference in density (.055
vs .080 lb/In3), graphite-_poxy panels are at least comparable to or
be_ter than aluminum panels at low frequencies.
2.4 .2 KEVLAR PANELS
Figure 2.5 shews the noise reduction characteristics of the
unstlffened Kevlar panels having three different ply orientations.
Compared to the graphite-epoxy panels, the low frequency noise re-
duction values of the Kevlar laminates are lower due to their lower
stiffness. Also the repeatability of the tests with Kevlar are
relatively better. The results at 30 Hz tend to confirm the trend
observed that panels which have more fibers parallel to the edges
of the panel have higher noise reduction values than panels with
the main fiber direction along the diagonal. However, more tests
have to be performed to investigate other factors that could have
an effect. Such factors include the influence of the variance in i
thickness and density, and geometrical properties of =he panel (square !
or rectangular), i
Figure 2.6 presents the noise reduction characteristics of the
Kevlaz panels with 0, i, and 2 stiffeners, respectively. Again, the
beneficial effect of the stiffener is observed at low frequencies,
The addition of one or two stiffeners resulted in a gain of 5 or 14
20
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DFigure 2.5 Effect of Ply Orientation on Noise Reduction Characteristics
of Unstiffened _evlar Panels at Low and Hish Freq_encles
21
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Figure 2.6 Effect of Stlffeners on Noise Reduction Characterlst_cs
of Kevlar Panels wlth 45-0-45 Ply Orlentatlon at Low
aad Hish Frequencies
22
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dB, r_spec_Ively. Addition of ono or two stlffener_ resul=ed in a
4
slight Increase of thu noise reduction at high fr_queneles.
2.5 CONCLHSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The conducted t_sts have indicated the importance of quality
control during the manufacturing process of the laminatQd panels.
Variations in thickness and dansity have prevented the isolation
of the influence of the ply orientation on the noise reduction
characteristics of laminated panels. Variations in thickness can
be caused by differences in the manufacturing of the laminates,
but different ply orientations can also result in thickness vari- 1%
ations during the lay-up process. The graphite-epoxy panels were
more susceptible to variations in thickness and density than the
Kevlar panels. The repeatability of the tests was in _=neral better
for the Kevlar panels and at higher frequencies.
Graphlte-epoxy panels possess higher noise reductlon character-
istics than Kevlar panels in the low frequency region because of their
higher stiffness properties. At high frequencies the noise reduction
characteristics of both materials are comparable. Increasing the
stiffness of a panel with one or two stiffeners has a beneficial effect
on the low frequency noise reduction characteristics of a panel.
Addition of the mass of the stiffeners does not increase noticably
the noise reductioe at higher frequencies for the tested composite
panels.
23
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Compared _o an aluminum panel wi_h a thickness of 0.032 inch,
graphite-epoxy panels have better noise attenuation charactartstics A
at low fr_quenclas, while gavlar panels have p.orar _uch charac_ar-
istlcs. However, for a true comparison be=wean aluminum and compoeite
structures, realistic values of panel thicknesses should be used.
Actual laminated panels will generally have a larger number of layers
with more variation in ply orientations. It is recommended to extend
the study of the influence of ply orientation on a theoretical basis.
It is also recommended to study the influence of the sound incidence
angle on the noise reduction characteristics and the composite loss
factor of these panels. The results of the current tests have Indl- J
cared that in preparation for future tests, care must be taken during !
the manufacturing process to produce panels with equal thickness.
!
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i CI{APTER 3
INTERIOR PANEL CONFIGURATIONS 4
3.1 INTRODUCTION
I Panel conflgura=ions used for covering the fuselag_ structure
I! on the insidQ vary in d_nsity and type of matorlal, dependin_ upon
the function of the airplane. Typically, inQxpensive, llght-wuight
mat_rlals are used in commercially oriented general aviation airplanes;
[: but more luxurious materials such as carpet are also used in business
and executive-type airplanes.
Besides having a function of decoration, the internal wall is
often part of a double wall structure and can be used as part of the
treatment to reduce externally generated noise. Interior panel con-
figurations consist in general Of a base material and a covering.
In this chapter the noise reduction characteristics of a number of
possible candidate materials and treatments are determined. The
panels were provided by the Beech Aircraft Corporation, who also
determined the type of materials and treatments to be tested.
3.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PANELS
Table 3.1 presents a listing of the panels tested. All panels
were 20" x 20" in size, and except for the panels treated with carpet
each treated panel was completely covered with one or two layers of
different material. Panels 313, 319, and 343 had only their exposed
area (18" x 18") covered wlch carpet.
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Table 3.1 BE_CRIPTION OF INTERIOR PANEL CONFICURA'PION_
Pan_l Pan_l Ma_rlal Tr=atmunL
(Cro_Ip I)
311 _% open .025" Alumlnum ---
312 45Z open ,025" Aluminum .5" foam + Io_Ithor covorlng
313 45% open .025" Aluminum carpe=
(Group _l)
315 .25" K1ege-Cell type 75 ---
with i layer of type A
fiberglass bo=h sld_s
316 (_ame as above) .12Y' neoprene + woolen covering
317 .125" Klege-Cell _ype 75 ---
with £ layer of type A
flberglass both sides
318 (_ame as above) .020" RoyaliSe covering
319 (same as above) carpet
320 (same as above) .5" foam + leather covering
(Group III)
323 .25" Rohacell, grade 51 ---
wi_h I layer of 120 phenolic
pre-preg skin both sides
325 (same as above) .125" neoprene + woolen covering
347 .25" Rohacell, grade 51 ---
with 2 layers of 120 pheno-
lic pre-preg skin both
sides
341 .125" Rohacell, grade 51 ---
with I layer of 120 phenolic
pre-preg skin both sides
26
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pTable 3.I DESCRIPTION OF INTERIOR PANEL CONFIGURATIONS, continued
Panel Panel Ma_erlal Treatment
342 .125" Rohac&i£, grade 51 ---
with I layer of 120 phenolic
pre-pre s skin both sides
343 (same as above) carpet
F
344 (same as above) .2Y' neoprene + leather covering
m (Group IV)
F; 321 .032" Aluminum Klege-Flex type 45
322 (same as above) SJ 2052xi005 damping treatment
345 two .032" Aluminum panels 2 rectangular cutouts in one sheet
bonded together !
346 (same as above) 4 rectangular cutouts in one sheet
(Group V)
314 .090" Lexan ---
326 .25" Orcofilm blanket ---
'_ 27 I
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Th_ first group of panels ia composed of a standard aluminum
panel, perforated with hol_s for an amount of 45Z of the area, and
two different typos of treatment. The second group consists of a
sandwich panel with four dlfforant treatments. The sandwich panel
is composed off a Klege-Cell type foam core and fiberglass as the
skin material. Two thicknesses were used for the core. The third
group consls_s of sandwich panels composed of a Rohacell type foam
core and phenolic pre-preg skin. Two different core thicknesses and
four different treatments were used. Also one panel was tested with
two layers of skin material on both sides, panel #347. The fourth
group consists of a standard aluminum panel with a thickness of
0.032" with, respectively, a sound absorbing material, Klege-Flex I
type 45, and a damping treatment material, SJ 2052xi005. The last
two configurations in this group consist of two .032" aluminum panels
bonded together. Panel #345 has two rectangular cutouts, while
panel #346 has four rectangular cutouts in one sheet. Figure 3.1
shows the layout of these panels. It can be noted that, unlike the
sandwich panels, the bonded aluminum panels are not limited to use
in internal wall configurations but are, in practice, normally used
as the main skin. Nevertheless, these panels were included in this
investigation. The last group consists of 2 panels composed of dif-
ferent kinds of materials: a .09" Lexan panel and a thermal blanket
contained in a bag of Orcofilm. Because of the flexibility of the
thermal blanket, for the test this material was clamped between two i
q
steel frames. The area exposed to the direction of the sound was
16" x 16".
28
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Figure 3.1 Oeometric Properties of Panels 345 and 346
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3.3 RESULTS
Appendix C presents th_ nolsQ r_duution curves for each panel
t_stod. All of the panels were tested twlc_ within the test porlod
in a random s_quence. Th_ repeatabillty wee in general good, espe-
cially in the high frequency domain. The variance between two iden-
tical tests was within 2 or 3 dB, except for five panels (#312, 323,
343, 344 and 346). Normal test procedures were used, and all the
tests were carried out at room temperature.
Bar graphs were made, presenting values of noise reduction at
two frequencies. The same comments which were made in Chapter 2
about the choice of the frequencies represented are valid for these
tests. Numerical results are presented in Table 3.2 for each panel
tested.
Group I: Perforated Panels i
Figure 3.2 shows the uolse reduction characteristics of a
standard perforated aluminum panel with two different treatments.
Noise reduction values of frequencies of 30 Hz and 3000 Hz are
described, as well as the variance between two Identical tests.
The values are plotted as a function of the surface density, which
is a common parameter used in theoretical analysis of double-wall
structures. As expected, the noise reduction of a perforated panel
is minimal. When this panel is combined with a half-inch thick
covering of foam and leatherD noise reduction is increased. Attaching
a half-inch thick carpet will increase the surface density of the panel
3O
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Table 3.2 NUMERICAL VALUES OF INTERIOR PANEL CONFICURATIONS
No:Lse Reduc=ion A
Panel P_n_l Fr
ID Ma_rlal Treatment 2 30 Hz _ 3000 Hz I Hz
. Ji
Group I
311 45% open Aluminum ..... 0.5 0.0 102
312 (same as above) 12 7.8 35,8 41
313 (same as above) 2 2,2 18.6 i00
Group II
315 .25" Klege-Cell type 75 19,3 21,_ 16
+ 1 layer fiberglass
on both sides
316 (same as above) 3 20,6 29.9 71
317 .125" Klege-Cell type 75 ..... 9,6 22.2 114
+l layer fiberglass
on both sides
318 (same as above) 4 8.7 27.7 71
319 (same as above) 2 8.0 42.1 45
320 (same as above) 1 12.9 34.6 67
Group Ill
323 .25" Rohace11 + 1 layer 18.7 19.1 160
of 120 phenolic pre-preg I
skin on both sides
325 (same as above) 3 19.5 27.1 120
347 .25" Rohacell + 2 layers 22.55 23.19 168
of 120 phenolic pre-preg
skin on both sides
341 .125" Rohacell + 1 layer 8.59 25.16 70-78
of 120 phenolic pre-preg
skin on both sides
342 (same as above) 4 10.42 25,50 77
343 (same as above) 1 9.51 39.97 76-78
344 (same as above) 9 10.63 3_.20 72-78
Group IV
321 .032" Aluminum 5 10,6 34.8 57
322 (same as above) 6 3.7 38.1 40
i and 2: See explanatory footnotes at conclusion of Table 3.2.
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iTable 3.2 _/MERICAL VALUES OF INTERIOR PANEL CONFIGURATIONS, continued
Panel Pan_1 Fr
ID Ma=erlal Treatment 2 30 Hz _ 3000 Hz I Hz
345 two .032" Aluminum panels 7 12.01 34.27 66
bonded together
346 (same as above) 8 13.87 37.45 62-64
Group V
314 .090" Lexan 3.9 37.8 42
326 0rcofilm ..... 14.0 9.5 44
_; .........
leverage values of 2 tests
21 - carpet 6 - SJ 2025x1005 damping material
2 - .5" foam + leather covering 7 - two rectangular cutouts
3 - .125" neoprene + woolen 8 - four rectangular cutouts
covering 9 _ .25" neoprene + leather
4 - Royallte covering
5 - Klege-Flex type 45
32
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Fi8ure 3.2 Noise Reduction Charac_eristlcs O_ Interior Panel
Configurations, _roup I
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but will d_crease the noiso roduction eharnct_ristics rsla_ive to th_
foam and leather covering, Carpet has an open cell structure ro_ult!n_ A
in a lower noise roduction than wi=h a more closed s_ruetur_ of leather
cov_r and foam with sound absorbing charactcrls_ics.
Group II: Sandwich Panels with a Kle_e-Cell Core
This group consisted of a sandwich panel made from 2 laTers of
fiberglass and a core of Klege-Cell type 75 foam. Two core Chick-
nesses were used: a 0.25 inch (panel #315) and a 0.125 inch (panel
#317). Results are presented in Figure 3.3. Although panel #3.5
has a higher stiffness and a correspondlngly higher noise reduction
value of 30 Hs than panel #317 with a core size half the thickness,
the increase in mass does not result in a higher noise reduction value
at 3000 Hz in the mass-controlled frequency region.
Covering a sandwich panel with a 0.125 inch neoprene and woolen
covering (panel #316) increases the high frequency noise reduction at
3000 Hz with about 8 dB, compared to the bare panel (#315), but does
not have a noticeable _ffect on the low frequency noise reduction char-
acteristics (about i dB). Treating the base sandwich panel with a
Royalite covering (panel #318) or with a carpet (panel #319) does not
increase the low frequency noise reduction at 30 Hz; but due to the
increased mass, a higher value at 3000 Hz is obtained. When the panel
was covered with foam and a leather covering (panel #320), low fre-
quency noise reduction was increased about 3 dB, while at 3000 Hz the
noise reduction gain amounted to 12 dB.
34
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Figure 3.3 Noise Reduction Chat ac_e__stics of Interior Panel
Configurations, Gro_tp [I
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Group III: Sandwich Pan_is with a Rohaeall Core
This group is composed of n_von sandwich pan_l_ eonslsttng of a
Rohacell type core and a phenolic pro_-preg _kin material. Rohac_ll
is a type of foam with a density of 3.1 lb/ft anti is applied In two
[
[ thicknesses: .125" (panels #341 through 0344) and .25" (panels #323,
i 325 and 347). Figure 3.4 presents =he noise reduction values at 30
b
and 3000 az for each panel in =his group. Doubling the thickness of_he core resulted in an average gain of l0 dB a= 30 Hs, while a_
high frequencieu a slight drop in noise reduction was experienced
(#323 and #341). When twe layers of skin material are applied, as
in =he case of panel #347, the stiffness of the panel will increase,
corresponding with an average increase of about 4 dB in the stiffness-
controlled frequency domain. _en one-eighth inch neoprene combined
with a woolen covering is applied to panel #323 with a .25" core, the
average value of noise reduction at 30 Hz is slightly increased (.8 dB),
and _he high frequency noise reduction at 3000 Hz is increased by
about 8 dB (panel #325).
When the basic sandwich panel is treated with Royalite, carpet
or a combination of neoprene and a leather covering, a minimal gain
in the stiffness-controlled region is measured. At high frequencies
in the mass-controlled region, a large increase in noise reduction is
observed due to the increase of mass.
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GrOu p IV: Aluminum Panels
Figure 3.5 shows the results of tests with two 0.032 inch
aluminum panels, one with a foam material, Klege-_lox type 45
(panel #321) and the other covered with a "constrained" damping
material, $2 2025x1005. The layer density of the panel covered
with damping tape results in a higher noise reduction value at
3000 Hz, but there is no influence of a possible stiffening effect
of the damping tape on the low frequency noise reduction character-
istice. Panels 345 and 346 are composed of two aluminum sheets
bonded together with two and four rectangular cutouts in one sheet,
respectlvely. Panel 346 has a larger stiffness in the width direction
than the panels with only two cutouts due to the acting doubler in
the center of the panel. Figure 3.5 shows that at low frequencies
(30 Hz) the resulting average gain in noise reduction amounted to
almost 2 dB.
Group IV: Miscellaneous
Figure 3.6 shows the noise reduction characteristics at 30 Hz
and at 3000 Hz for two panels of different kinds of materials.
Panel 314 is made from 0.090 inch Lexan and has a low stiffness.
At 30 Hz, Lexan has a low noise reduction value of about 4 dB, and
at 3000 Hz it has a noise reduction of about 38 dB.
Panel #326 consists of fiberglass thermal blanket, 0.5 inch
thick, contained in a bag of Orcofilm. The noise reduction values
at 30 Hz and 3000 Hz were, respectively, 1.5 dB end 9.5 dB.
38
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Figure 3.5 Noise Reduction Characteristics of Interior Panel
Configurations, Group IV
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Figure 3.6 Noise Reduction Charac_erisclcs of Interior Panel
Configurations, _roup V !
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I
ma=eri_l. Bonding a standard aluminum panel with another sheet
with two or four rectangular cutouts inereaa_d noise reduction 4
d
at low and high froquonelos, The relnglvely sglffer panel with
fou= =utougs also rosul_d in a hlghor noiso reduction ag low
frequoncles.
Due to their low s=Iffnas_, _he Loxan pan_l and th_ Orcofilm
thermal blanket appea=_d to hav= low noiso r_ductlon characte=istlcs
in the stlffness-controlled r_glon. The thermal blanket also had
_ low noise reduction characteristics, at higher £requencles.
41
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS
4
A large number of panels hav_ been tasted to _tudy the noise
reduction characteristics of various types of materials and _reatments
for possible use in internal panel configurations. Also some panels
composed of aluminum shQ_ts have been included in this test series.
The most effectlvQ panels in relation to their noise reduction
characteristics were the sandwich panels composed of a foam core and
a fiberglass or phenolic type skin material. Doubling the core
thickness amounted to a larger gain in noise reduction in the
stlffness-controlled region than the gain due to doubling the skin
]
thickness. Treatin 8 the panel with Royalite, carpet, or a combination ' i
of foam and leather/woolen covering did not noticeably affect low
frequency noise reduction characteristics but had a beneficial effect
at higher frequencies due to the addition of mass. Comparison of the
two types of core material indicated an equal or a little higher noise
reduction for the sandwich panels with Klege-Cell as core material
than the panels with a Rohacell core.
Perforated aluminum panels have, as expected, minimal sound
attenuation characteristics. When they are treated with a foam and
leather covering er with carpet, the overall level of noise reduction
is ralsed--in particular in the mass-controlled region.
Coverln8 a standard aluminum panel with a damping material
resulted in a noise reduction gain at hlgh frequencies, but the con-.
straining damping layer did not increase noise reduction in the
stiffness-controlled region compared to the panel with sound absorbing
42
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CHAPTER 4
THE TUNED DAMPER CONCEPT
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Sound-transmission charactarls_ics of structur_ are det_rmlned
by properties, namely: mass, stiffness, damping.=hree structural and
Damping is defined as the conversion of ordered mechanical energy in
b
a structure into Chermal energy. Increasing the panel damping will
_: primarily (i) reduce the vibration amplitudes at resonances with
i attendant reductions in stresses and sound radiation, (2) lead to a
} more rapid decay of free vibrations and to corresponding reductions
of noise generated by repetitive impacts at the panel, (3) increase
sound Isolatlon of the panel above its critical frequency, and (4)
reduce transmission of vibrational energy (Reference 8). The most
widely used way to increase the damping of a panel consists of cover-
b
ins the entire backsldewith a constrained viscoelastic layer.
} Unfortunately. highly damped panels usually involve penalties of weight i
accordingly. Little attention, however, has been paid to partial appli-
cation of damping material or the use of dynamic absorption as a way
to increase the damping properties of the panel (Reference 8). This
chapter deals with the application of a viscoelastic, tuned damper
to an aircra:Ft panel. This particular damper consists of a mass at-
tached to the panel by a viscoelastic llnk. The properties of thls
damper represented by the spring stiffness constant and a damping
ratio have been chosen to optimize the damplnE at the frequency of
the panel corresponding to the place of maximum vibration.
q 43
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A theoretical method of pradieting optimum damper properties
is given and compared to oxperimental r_eul_a.
4,2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
4.2.1 INTRODUCTION
The damper-panel system can be modeled as sho_ in Figure 4.1.
The system consists of an effective vibrating panel area with mass M'
and complex equivalent panel stiffness E_, and a viscoelastic damper
with stiffness E_ and mass M2. The complex stiffness E* is defined
as E(I + J6 E), where E is the Young's Modulus of the material and 6E
is the damping ratio of the material. _E is also called the damping
or loss factor. In the case of a vlscoelastic material, E_ and the
damping ratio 62E_ ar"_ dependent on the frequency as indicated by the
subscript _. This frequency dependence is the reason that this system
cannot be treated as a simple sprlng-mass-damper system. In the fol-
lowlng analysis, the damping ratio of the panel itself is assumed to
be negligible (about 10-4 for aluminum, Reference i0).
Transmlssibillty, T, is used as a measure of the damper effec-
tiveness. Transmisslbility is defined as the magnitude of the dis-
ratio _2/_i and can be expressed in general form as (Ref-placement
erence9):
_2 R2 + 12 i/2T- I } - C,N N,) (4.1)
where :
_4
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Figure 4.1 Idealized Picture of a Dynamic Absorber i
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Figure 4.2 Transmissibility of a Dynamic Absorber with
Zero and Infinite Absorber Damping,
Reference 9
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. [._2,_!a/_2_) + n_] (4.2)
IN . n2_2E_ (4.3)
RD . (_(E2a/E2_) . _[n2 + (E2_/_2_)]+ n2} (4.4)
ID . u2_2E_(I _ _2) (4.5)
_2E_ " damping ratio of damper at angular frequency
- _ - ratio of input frequency to system natural
o frequency
i ,klElo _
i _o " t_; " system natural frequency, where E is the
modulus value at that frequency
a
: n =--- ratio of damper natural frequency to system
o natural frequency
• k2E2a"
_a " t_) " damper natural frequency
M'
u - M' + M2 " damper mass ratio
constants used to convert the elastic llnk modulus
kl' k2" to an equivalent spring constant for panel and damper,
respectively (Reference 11)
The choice of suitable values for _a--and therefore for u--and
for _2E_ is an important factor in achieving optimum damper perfor-
_nce.
• 4.2.2 DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM TUNING AND DAMPING
Expressions for optimum damper tuning and damping may be obtained
in closed form from the simplified equation derived _rom general trans-
missibility equations (4.1) - (4.5):
[
_ 4a
i-
i
ik,::,_ _ . . O0000001-TSE
T - (4.6)
([_ . _2(_ + n 2) + n:!]2+(n?_2E_)2(l._)2}
} where:
- E2a/E2,_
When the damping ratio of the damper _2E_ becomes infinitely
large, the transmisslbillty equation (4.6) reduces to =he transmle-
sibility of the undamped simple system:
T - _ 1 (4.7)
1 - f12
When 62E _ is zero, the transmisslbillty equation simplifies to the
form:
T - + n2) (4.s)
[_n4_- n2(= + n2) + n2]
These expressions for T vary with the frequency ratio fl in the
manner shown in Figure 4.2. The two curves intersect at values of
the frequency ratio equal to flA and fiB" The transmissibility of the
undamped absorber has a minimum value at the frequency to which the
damper is tuned (_ = I, and a = _a/_o = i). "Compensating" resonant
peaks are introduced on each side of this region of attenuatlon or
trough. For any value of the damping factor 62E _ in the range
r
0 < _2E_ < _' the transmissibility of the dynamic absorber will lie
between the two curves shown in Figure 4.2 and will possess either
one maximum within the frequency range flA and fib or two maxima outside
this range. At _A and _B the transmisslbillty becomes i_dependent
of the value of _2E_' and every transmisslbility curve will pass
through the so-called "fixed" points A and B. The tuned damper is
47
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aaid co ba most favorably tuned and damped when the two maximum
values of _ransmlsslbillty outside the frequency range _A and _B
are equal, bocause this common value will bo _xceeded if the damper
is tuned or damped any dlffer_ntly. In the c£ass_cal theory it is
assumed that the maximum values of T actually occur at _A and RB.
The parameter n is then chosen in such way that TA and TB become
equal, and _2Eu is chosen so that the maximum of the transmissibillty
curve takes the values TA and TB. This will occur accordin@ to
Equation 4.7 when:
_ + _ " 2 (4.9)
Determination of the optimum value of _2E_ is algebraically
tedious. Snowdon (Reference 9) derives the following equations for
the optimum values of n (no) and _2Em' (62E_)o:
,2(l + _)]I/2
no = _tl + 3_ (4.10) ,
= N.__ {[i + (i + 3_ 211/2 (l + 3_o211/2} (4 ii)
(_2Em)° 2/2 2_ )_A" + [i + 2u '"B' '
where:
tl - _i/2
N = _,
10.5 - n2
= (_)i/2:1
_A_I/4q _
"% - i"
is a correction factor used by Snowdon to achieve equal values
of maximum transmlsslbility. In the deviation of n and (_2E_)o by
o i
Snowdon, it was assumed that the modulus E2_ varies as: 1I
i
E2a _a
-- = -- (4.12)
E2_
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and that the damping ratio '_2E is a constant. The latter assumption
of a damping ratio independent on thQ frequency is not exact, but i_
is almost true for ,mterlals with a high damping ratio in the frequency
range of interest.
The values of flA and _B are glven b7 Snowdon as:
_A,B " _ ± _ (4.13)
where:
i + 3_ ]1/2
-; _ = [2(l+_)
I
i - _ ]i/2 I
= (2(I+ .)
Zn summary, the optimum damping and tuning factors can be computed
as follows.
For a given panel with mass ratio _, the values of _A and _B
may be found from Equation (4.13). The optimum tuning parameters
no and (_2E_)o may be found using Equations (4.10) and (4.11),respec-
tlvely. The optimum damper equlvale_.t stiffness K2 may be found by:
K2 = E2 .k2 = _M2 (4.14)
where:
_a m nOlO
_2 = K'
o M' + M2
k2 = equivalent damper stiffness = (_)(i + 8S) = K2
E2m
A, L, 8, and S are derived from Reference 11 and are related to
the conversion of the damper modulus to an equivalent stiffness
constant. _o is fixed by the system. The optimum value for the
damping ratio by the damper (,_2E_)o is found by Equation (4.11).
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Figure 4.3 shows the relationship between mass ratio and optimum
values of damping ratio, dampmr stiffness and tzansmissibility for a
J
0.032" aluminum panel with thQ damper tuned _o _he fundamental resonance
frequency. It can be seen that as the mass ratio decreases (i._., =h_
damper mass increases), the required optimum value of the damper stiff-
ness will first reach a maximum after which it docreases. To obtain a
low value in the transmissibilt=y, a high damping factor of the damper
material is desired as a low value of the mass ratio (or a high damper
._ mass).
In practice, the damping factor of the damping material will be
the limiting factor. For example, when a damper is made from Aquaplas--
a damping material with a damping factor of .43 at room temperature--
the corresponding optimum values of B, K2, and T can be determined
by the graphical construction shown in Figure 4.3. Values of the
damping factor are temperature and frequency dependent, while damping
stiffness and damper mass can be adjusted more easily.
4.2.3 DETERMINATION OF PANEL EQUIVALENT STIFFNESS AND MASS
In the last two sections, the panel equivalent stiffness, K',
and panel equivalent mass, M', were mentioned; and they will now
be derived. A square panel with length a, thickness h, stiffness E,
and clamped edge conditions will be used. According to Reference i0,
=he deflection at the center of this panel due to uniform pressure P is:O
P a4
O
dfix = 0.013 -- (4.15)Eh 3
Assuming the equivalent force to be
Fp = Po a2, (4.16)
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the panel equlval_nt stlffness may be given as
Fp
K I m
dfix
Subs=itutlng Equations (4.15) and (4.16) into the last equation, th_
equivalent panel stiffness is given by
K' - 76.9 Eh3 (4.17)
a2
The panel equivalent mass may be found by the equation for the
panel natural frequency,
K' i/2(Y')
so
M' K'
- -- (4.18)
_2
n
The least noise reduction of the panel occurs at the first
natural frequency of the panel. Therefore, the damper will Be =uned
to this frequency. The first natural frequency of a square panel
•=nder clamped edge conditions is given by Referanues 7 and i0 as:
36 [ Eh 3 ]i/2 rad/s (4.19)
_n " a2 12(1 - v2)m '
where:
= mass of panel per unit area.
Equation (4.19) gives for an 18" x 18" x .032" aluminum panel
a value of 218 rad/sec or 34.7 Hz. However, experimental tests on
this panel indicated a fundamental resonance frequency of 60 Hz (see
Figure 2.2). Reasons for this discrepancy are not fully known; but
part of this is due to the cavity effect of the Beranok tube, which
52
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will increase th_ stiffne_ and th_ fundamental r_sonaneo _raquency
of the panel. Tho experimental value of tho nntural frequency will A
be used in the calculation of the equlvalcnt mass. Sub_tltutlng
Equation (4.17) and a value of 60 Hz into Equation (4.18), th_
I equivalent panel mass i_ found to be
K' 1 Eh 3
M' - (4.20)
L,jt6Ot2_)II/2 " 1848 a2|
b
_ 4.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE TUNED DAMPER
I Based on the equations derived in the first part of this chapter,
optimum values for the damper's stiffnes, damping factor, and mass!
ratio were determined, as well as the corresponding value of the
" transmissibility. The designed damper was tuned to increase the noise|
reduction at the fundamental resonance frequency of a .032" aluminum
P panel (18" x 18" exposed area). Figure 4.3 showed these values as
functions of the applied mass ratio. Table 4.1 presents numerical
values for the computed values of the important tuning factors.
Optlmum values for the damping factor as function of the applied
mass ratio are given in Table 4.1. For viscoelastic materials these
damping factors are relatively high. Only two materials have been
found commercially available with damping factors this high. These
materials are LD-400, manufactured by Lcr_ Corporation, and Aquaplaa,
manufactured by H. L. Blachford Corporation. The properties of
these two materials are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. These figures
show that the properties of tb_se materials vary drastically with
temperature. The temperatures at which the damper will be tested
53
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TABLE 4.1 OPTIMUM TUNING PARAMETERS
FOR A .032" ALUMINUM PANEL
Panul ma_. (oxpo_od .roa) - 1.04 lh
Equivalent ma_, M' - .23 lb
EqulwlQn_ _tlffne_, K' - 84.7 ib/in
"_ DampQr Spring Damping
Ratio Mass Constant Factor Tran_mlssibillty
K2
(lb) (lb/in) _2E_o T
.9 .025 7.04 .289 3.124
.8 .057 11.48 .447 2.183
.7 .098 13.65 .562 1.763
.6 .150 13.92 .691 1.512
.5 .230 12.7 .826 1.342
i .4 .340 10.33 .978 1.219
IQD ,. -_ '1....... !..... _ ' ..... I.... ! -; 1,0
[
'_a 0'10
! .
"_ a"/'$.f6 K 3_,$.16K
04 J I . I | ,t , Lt .... OOI
O"F _O"te I00 "'P I_OeF
T_lXmlure
Figure 4.4 Young's Modulus (_-_) and Loss Factor (a-a)
vs Temperature for "Aquaplas" (Reference 2)
'Ot 'O
, I I I ' I I
tO I0
i 02 02 "J
"_ -2_316 K :I2S 16K00_ _, I | I | ' o 0",,
0 _0 *F *00 *F I.*X)*F
Tem_at_re
Figure ,_.5 Young's l.fodulus(_-_) and Loss Factor _-o)
vs Temperature for "LD-400" (Re_erence 2)
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range from 70 to 80"F. The frequencies on which the data from
Figures 4.4 an_ 4.5 are based are approximately the same for the
range of frequencies of interest.
Whon the optimum stiffness valuos, K2 - k2E2m , from Tablo 4.1,
arc convarCod co any convenCional solid (bleek) damper typo, oh.
r_qulred optimum dampor modulus i_ far below that of any vlsco-
_lastlc dampins matQrial _vailabl_. To obtain ch_ requlr_d stiff- i
heSS, a ring damper of the type shown in Fisure 4.6 will be used.
By varying the diameter and the thickness, the required stiffness
can be obtained. From Reference 2 the spring stiffness of a ring
damper is given as:
K2 = 6.58 z--! (4.21)
R3
where: i
E " E2_ 8 stiffness modulus of the damper material 1
I = cross section area moment of inertia
R - rlns radius
The ring damper arrangement shown in Figure 4.6 consists of a
cyllndrlcal strip of damping material, mass, and two nylon screws
and nuts. Because of =he flexibility of the ring damper, a string
was used to help support the damper mass. The arrangement used is !
obviously not very practical for commercial appllcations, but it
does allow obtaining the required damping properties and testing
the concept of the tuned damper. To verify that the string did
not affect noticeably the experimental resulcs, a special frame was
used co clamp the panel to the speaker wall, allowing observaclon
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observation of _ha damper dariug the preliminary rests. _es_ did not
indlca_o a noticeable d_fo_onco in vibration behavior. Nylo_ screws
and nuts wor_ used to connec_ _h_ damper ma_s, M2, to _he d_mpor, as
well as the dampor to the panel. The screw used for th_ at :achm_nt
of the damper to the panel was bonded to th_ panel and secured a=
the bast by an aluminum washer to cover _he head of the screw. Lead
and steel washers of different mass were used for damper mass.
Damper diameters varied from 1.5 to 2.5 inches, depending on the
stiffness required. The width of the entire damper was one inch.
4.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Tests were performed on a bare .032" thick aluminum panel. Two
different damping materials were used; i.e., Aquaplas and LD-400,
having an approximate value of .45 and .8, respectively, for the
P damping factor at room temperature. The dampers were tuned to in-
crease the noise reduction of the panel around the undamental reso-
nance frequency. The damper was placed at the center of the panel_
I where the maximum displacement of the panel at the fundamental reso-
nance frequency is expected to b_. According to the theoretical
I analysis, optimum values for the damper stiffness and mass ratio i
! corresponding to these damping ratios are 12.8 ib/in and .8 for the
Aquaplas damperp and 13 1b/in and .5 for the LD-400 damper. Tes_
series were carried out to check the optimum value and its sensitivity
to one tuning parameter, while the other parameter was held constant.
Another objective was to find out the size of possible gain in noise
reduction by using a tuned damper.
_ 58
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BFigure 4.7 shows the noise reduction as function of the frequency
for the bare aluminum panel without the tuned dampor. Tha fundamental
resonanc_ frequency is located at 58 Hz and has a noise reduction value
of -3 dB. Appendix D pres_n=s =he noise reduction curvos for all the
tests with the tuned damper. Figures 4.8 through 4.13 show the in-
fluence of a damper of LD-400, with a stiffness value of 13 ib/in,
on the noise reductlon characteristics of the panel for various values
of =he applied mass ratio. As might be expected, these figures indi-
-_ care that the damper has its largest effect in the low frequency range
(<150 Hz) and leave the high frequency region virtually unchanged
Therefore, measurements in the high frequency region (500-5000 Hz)
were deleted in later tests.
As can be seen in Figure 4.9, application of a tuned damper
with a mass ratio of .785 will dramatically change the low frequency
characteristics. The first resonance frequency has decreased by 20 Hz
to 38 Hz. In addition, two other resonance frequencies appeared at
65 and 95 Hz, respectively. When mass is added to the damper, i.e.
mass ratio decreases, the following effects occur:
(1) The first fundamental resonance frequency shifts to a
lower frequency, and the noise reduction at that frequency
increases.
(2) The second dip cr resonance frequency also moves to a lower
frequency_ but at a lower pace The noise reduction at
this frequency starts to decrease from a higher initial
value than the two other minima.
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t(3) The third resonanc_ frequency decreases slightly when
the mass ratio decreases but does not increase noticeably
in noise reduction.
I According to theory, optimum working of the damper will occur when
the magnitudes of these resonances are equal. The influence of vary-
ing the mass ratio on the noise reduction characteristics of the
panel/tuned damper combination is displayed more graphically in the
upper part of Figure 4.14. Only the data points for the primary and
i secondary minima are given for a wide range of mass ratios. Some of
the tests were repeated, and the variance between these tests was in
general less than 2 dB. A value of one for the mass ratio corresponds
]
with the bare panel without the damper. With decreasing mass ratio !
the noise reduction at the fundamental resonance frequency increases,
while the secondary minimum decreases in value. An optimal value for
is reached around .68 when the three minima are almost equal in value
and _he noise reduction over a wide range of frequencies is larger or
equal to 5 dB (see also Figure 4.10). Compared to the bare panel, this
is a gain of almost 8 dB over the minimum value of the original reso-
nance frequency at 58 Hz. "Optimal" is used here in the context of a
wide range of frequencies of interest. However, when the noise reduc-
tion of only a single frequency is important (e.g., the first propeller
harmonic or, in this case, 58 Hz), only a slight increase in mass
would be sufficient to get an increase in noise reduction at the de-
sired frequency. It is recommended to conduct additional tests at a
representative value of a first propeller harmonic to investigate this
with the effects of the panel/cavity resorsnce frequency isolated.
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It will then also be important to determine the optimum location of
the damper at a tuned frequency ocher than the fundamental resonance (frequency.When the mass ratio decreases more, the value of the noise r_-
ductlon at the first resonance increases, until it reaches a certain
maximum equal at the surrounding values. The second dip at about
60 Hz decreases more in value and returns towards its original value
(Figures 4-11-4.12). At these high values of the damper mass (low l
_'s), the effect of the bending of the mass on the effective form Ii
l
of the ring becomes more severe. !
(
The lower graph of Figure 4.14 shows the influence of the applied
mass ratio on the resonance frequencies. Because of the addition of
mass, these frequencies decrease with decreasing mass ratio. The
increase experienced in the noise reduction at the fundamental reso-
nance frequency indicates that not the mass addition by the damper but
the increased damping is the main driver behind the tuned damper con-
cept.
Using the experimentally determined "optimum" value for the mass
ratio, tests were conducted with varying values of the damper stiff-
ness to determine the effect of the damper stiffness. Figure 4.15
presents the results of these series of tests. The damper stiffness
varied between 8 through 32 ibf/in. It can be seen that over a
relatively large range of K2, 13-21 Ibf/in, the noise reduction
values of the two resonances are within 2 dB. Below and above this
range the first resonance decreases in value, while noise reduction
at the second resonance around 60 Hz increases. The lower graph of
i(
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DAMPER STIFF}_SS (ibf/in)
Figure 4.15 Influence of Damper Stiffness on Noise Reduction
Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with an
"LD-400" Tuned Damper (u " .68)
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Figure 4.14 represents the relationship of the position of both minima
or r_sonana_s a_ function of the appliad damper stiffness.
I Aquapla_ has, compared _o LD-400, a lllgh_r E-modillua (l.0xl(}n Va.
.7X106 a_ 75_F). As a r_aul_ _ho ruquir_d optimal rlng dlam_t_r will
i b_ larger aecordin_ _o Equation 4.21 wh_l_ othur _h:l,z_ga are _qual. A
[i larg_ ring diameter will, howovQr, when comhin_d w:L_h a l_rg_ d_mp_r
mass, ln_lu_n_e de_rlmen_ally chu opttmum form slid working ,_l_ _ho damper
) due _o the relatively large bending arm o_ th_ mass. A smaller ring
"_ diameter can also ba obtained by a smaller inertia moment, i.e. a
smaller thickness or width. B_cause Aquaplas is normally not available
thinner than th_ .05" used, a ring width of .5" was used instead of th_
i" used in the other tests.
In extended tests with the Aquaplas dampers, no noticeabl_ in-
fluence of the damper was observed at the theoretical optimum value
of the damper stiffness, K2 - 12.8 lbf/in; see also Figures 4.1_-4.17.
In particular with high damper mass values, the ring damper became
noticeably deformed. When the ring damper stiffness was increased to
a relatively high value, the behavior cf the ring damper became more
beneficial. Figure 6.18 shows _his behaulor of _he Aquaplas damper
at a value of 46 lbf/in for the stiffness as function of the applied
mass ratio. The same effects which were described for the LD-400
damper were again observed with this high K2 value for the Aquaplas
damper. With increasing application o_ damper mass, ehe first funda-
mental resonance frequency shifted to a lower frequ_ncT, and noise
reduction increased. The second main mlnlm_m also shifted _o a lower
frequency, but _he noise reduction corresponding _o this resonance
68
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t now decreased in value. The value of cha mass ratio, for which both
minima have the same size, li_s around .71 (_ _Iso Figure 4.19).
The corresponding gain _n noise reduction, _omparad _o the bare panel,
la 9 dB. The bottom graph of Figur_ 4.18 _hows gha relatienship between
applied mass ra_io and _ho resonance frequencies. Figure 4.20 shows
_J
th_ relationship between the noise reduction at th_ two resonances with
varying values of the applied damper stiffness, when _he mass ratio is
kept constant at a value of .71. This graph shows that only at rela-
_' tively high damper stiffness values does noise reduction at the sec-
ondary minimum (around 58 Hz) increase in size and approach the
magnitude of the primary resonance. Unlike the LD-400 dampers these
results indicate no clear optimum range of values for the damper
stiffness.
4.5 DISCUSSION_ CQNCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this chapter the application of dynamic absorber or tuned
damper was investigated as a way to increase the damping properties
of an aircraft panel in a certain frequency range. _e scope of this
k investigation was limited to a standard .032" aluminum panel and to
the first fundamental resonance frequency at 58 Hz. Using the theory
developed by Snowdon in Reference 9 for a dynamic absorber, the
parameters responsible for an optimal working of the damper were
identified and computed for this panel and frequency (Figure 4.3).
These parameters are _he applied mass of the damper or the mass
ratio, the stiffness of the damper and the damping factor of the
m 71
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Figure 4.20 Influence of Damper Stiffness, on Noise Reduction
Characteristics of a .032" ALuminum Panel with an
"Aquaplas" Tuned Damper (U " .71)
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damper material. No attempt was made to include the influence of the
location of the damper and of higher modes.
Experimental tests ware aonducted to test the validity of the
theory and to investigate th_ possible gain in noise reduction by the
damper. Th_ damper wag mado as a ring damper in order to achieve
the required range of stlffnessos. The cxperlments were carried out
for two dlfferant kinds of viscoelastic damping materials: LD-400
and Aquaplas.
.!
Results of the t_sts with the LD-400 dampers indlcated a positive
influence by the damper, reflected in a shift of the fundamental reso-
nance to a lower value and an increase of noise reduction over a wide
range of frequencies due to the increase of damping. These tests
confirmed the presence of two resonances, one at each side of the
tuned frequency, predicted by the theory. Only one, however, was
active and increased in size with decreasing damper mass applied.
The other remained constant. Results ind±cated also that when
all three resonances had equal magnitude, noise reduction was optimal
over a wide range of frequencies around the tuned frequency. The
corresponding value of the mass ratio (.68) did not, however, corre-
spond with the value predicted by the theory: .5; and it was also
not the optimum value of the noise reduction at 58 Hz, the original
fundamental resonance frequency.
Results with the Aquaplas damper, having a lower damping factor
than LD-400, did not show a beneficial effect of the damper at the
predicted value of the damper stiffness. Only at much higher values
of the damper stiffness did the beneflcial influence appear. Again
74
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L the opalmum experimental value of the mass ratio, a_ which aceordln_
to theory the =ransmission T would b_ mlnimal--at equal magnltudes of
i the outsld_ resonanc_s--dlffer_d from the valu_ of p for which nois_
roduc=ion a_ 5B Hz was optimal.
i The large discrQpancy between prQdi_zted and _xperlm_ntal value_
[ of th_ damper stiffness _o_ =h_ Aquaplas damper can partly bu _xplain_d
by the experienced behavior of these dampers at _hese low stiffness
values--in particular, with high damper mass. Due to =ha larger re-
,: quired ring diameter, bending of the ring by the mass disturbed
severely =he effective form of the ring. The LD-400 dampers were
smaller and thicker than the Aquap!as dampers, and le_s severe
bending occurred. However, some tests conducted with an LD-400
damper and a stiffness of 46 lb/In did not result in an optimal
noise reduction at normal values of the mass ratio.
_n the theoretical analysis, average values of the damping
i factor and of the material stiffness were taken from Air Force and
manufacturer's data at ?SQF (Reference 2). Because it is not possible
in the KU-FRL facility to conduct tests at other than the current
room temperature, some varia=ions in properties have occurred. During
the tests, actual temperatures varied between 72 and 78 degrees Fahren-
heit. The results should be Judged in this context because actual
temperatures in the flight condition will also be different. Figure
4.21 shows essentially the same relationship between noise reduction
at the first two resonances for both kinds of dampers as do Figures
4.13 and 4.18, but now as function of =he applied damper mass as well
as of percentage of panel weight. "Op=imum" values are, for both
dampers, abou= 9% of the panel mass.
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Based on the results and the experiences during the tests, the
following conclusions can b_ drawn:
4
- It is possible to increase _he total damping and noise r_duccion
of a panel over a wide range of froquencies by the use of a tuned
damper.
- Dependent on the definition of optimal performan _ by a tuned
damper, application of a damper will increase noise reduction at the
frequency of interest by at least 8 dB in the case of an LD-400
damper and 9 dB for an Aquaplas damper. When only a particular fre-
quency is of interest, the results suggest a higher possible gain
at a lower damper mass than when an increase in a wide range is
desired.
- The developed theory did not clearly predict the effect of
the tuning parameters on the optimal performance of a tuned ring
damper.
- The ring damper itself, despite its simple form, is not very
suitable for application in an aircraft environment. Bending of
the ring by the damper mass will cause deformation of the effective
form of the ring damper.
It is recommended that in future research, the use of other
types of dampers--better suited in handllng bending and creep of
the materlal--be studied. To understand better the behavior of a
tuned damper, it is also recommended to expand experimental tests
with measurements of the effective damping of the panel with the
help of accelerometers at the location of the damper. To study
the effect of the damper at a particular frequency of interest, the
77
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_ influence of higlmr modes and the location of the damper(s) have to
be studiod, The r_sults of _hi_ limiged program al_o indlca_e _hat 1
more _haor_=ical analysis In needed and _hat =ha influence of _emper-
ature and ma=erlal s=iffness have _o be included.
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i i APPENDIX A
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGP_%M COMP A
i Thi_ program cnlcula.tos th_ floxural _Igldity matrix ol_mun_ DiJ
and Lhe natural frQqu_ncy of a 3-1aye_ imn_.na_d panu].
PROORA. COMP
c
i 2 TYPE Im'_OMPOOITE NaTURaL FRE_UENEY P_UURAM'
' TYPE iP' '
i TYP£ _,'PANEL CONSISTS OF 3 LAYERB UF THE SAME THiCkNESS'
C INPUT DATA IN ENUL|SIJ UNITQt ( Pg_IN,_EOR_Eg )
C OUTPUT IN MEI'RI_ UNITU
i C
TYPE St*ENTER PANEL NUHBKR'
_v ACCEPT _,ZN
F'RXNT 1tIN
I FORNAT(SXtL_HF'ANEL NUMBER m IX3)
PRINT 21
21 F_RMAT(TIIt3HE/ItT=4t3HE22_T3_HOt2_T4S_3HUt2_T56t3HTHE)
° iC INPUT MATERIAL PROF'ERTIE_ OF TOP LAYERC
TYF'E _,' '
TYPE _'TOP LAYER'
CALL ENTER(OIXN_O22N_O12N_g66N_I6N_g26N_)
QAttmO11N
OA22=O22N
_RI2=_12N
gA66"g66N
OAlLmO13N
_A26=O26N
C
C INPUT MATERIAL PROPERTIE_ MIDDLE LAYER
C
TYPE $_' *
TYPE I,'MXDDLE LAYER'
CALL ENTER(gllN,O22N_O12N,_66N_g16N,_26N,S)
OBII=OIIN
OB22"_22N
BBL2=Ut2N
_B66:Q66N
QBt6=Ot6fl
w OB26mQ26N
O INPUT MATERIAL PROPERTIES BOTTO_ LAYER
¢
TYPE t_' '
TYPE *,'BOTTON LAYER'
CALL ENTER(_ltNt_22N_Ot2NtO66N,OtLN_O26N,S)
_Ctt'QttN
gC22mq22N
OC_2mOt2N
gC66"O66N
OC16mOi6N
OC26-O26N
; ¢
C INPUT CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES OF PANEL
C
TYPE =,'ENTER THICKNESS OF PANEL'
: ACCEPT $,TH
i TH'TH$,0254
TYPE _,'ENTER SURFACE DENSITY OF PANEL'
! ACCEPT I_RHO
RHO-RHOl,4536/(,0254)$12
81.
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C _OMPUT_ION UF _LLM_NT_ OF '[*' MATRZX
C
A'*040123i
D_*003006
C" A
DIIaA$%'HmSJI_AtI 310DII+C$1'H_t31_C11
) D22-AITHI$3tG.22185THeI310_22,_C_fH_e3*_C22DI2-ASTH_3_U_I2+_$TNS_350_I2¢C_THm_3JOCI_
J D66.R_THSI3mflA66_D_TH_31UD66¢CSTitI_3_OC_6
II16-A_TH_I350AI6 mO_Ib_3_Q_16
C
C
TYPE I_'ENTER D[HEN_I_N_ OY EXPOSED AREA*. AND _' j
ACCEPT _A_D
AmAS.0254
C CALCULATION _ff NATURAL F,.EOUENCY
c 4C ,
C _IHPLY _UPPORTE_ BOUNDARY CONDITION
C
TYPE 5
5 FO_HAT(SX_4_HNATIJRAL FREQUENCY FOR _F'LY _UF'PO_TED EDOEB)
P_ZNT
C
DO 20 Hml,5
DO 20 N_1_5
C
C
PZ-3,141592654
C
C At _OUNDARY COEFFICIENTS
C
AImMIPZ
A2_(HeN_P_$PZ)$_2
A3"NIP[
C
FREO = FE_(Dll_D22*DI2_Db6_,N,RHO*A_B,A1,A2_A3)
C
FRZHT IO*H_N_FREO
tO FORHAr(SX*4HH • tIl*SXt4HN _ tI_X_tTHNAT FREOU_NCY _ _F'lO,_'
TYPE IO_H_N_FREg
20 _ONTINUE
C
C CLAPPED BOUNDARY COND_TTON
C
TYPE _*' '
TYPE _7
77 FORH_T(_X_36HNATURAL FREqUeNCY FOR CLA_P[D _D_E5 )
PRINT 77
C
DO _0 M'_
C
_F(N,NE*I) OO TO 25
82
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IF(H,N[,[) QO TO 30
A1_4,730
A2ml_lo3
QO TO 40
30 AI-(H I
A3"4,730
_2m12.30_nl_(AI-2,)
O0 TO 40
25 IF(H,NE,I) O0 TO 35
A1"4,730
A3e(N+,S)tPI
A2t12.305A3t(A3-2.)
GO TO 40
A_-(N I
A21AI_A35(A1-2.)_(A3-2.)
40 FREDmFEQ(DIltD22tD12pD66pHtNIRHOIAtBpA1tA_,_)
C
PRINT IOtN_NfrREO
TYPE IOtNtNtFREG .,.
50 CONTINUE
C
C PRINT ELEHENTS OF 'D' NATRIX
300 PRINT 15
15 FORNATC/TTt3HD11tTITt3HD22tT27,3HD12,T37,3HD261T47t3HD16t
IT57t3HD66)
PRINT 16tDlltD12pD16
PRINT I?pD22tD26PD66
16 FORNAT(/4Xt3(FT.2_IOX))
17 FORHAT(15XP3(F?.2tIOX))
C
TYPE _,'HORE PANELS? YES'I'
ACCEPT _tJ
IF(JoEOol) O0 TO 2
STOP
END
FUNCTION FEQIWpX_YtZ_ItJtR_FtO_BI_B2,B3tE)
C
C COMPUTATION OF Fmtn
C
PIi3°141592654
FEOaSORT((MZ(B1/F)*_4 2tZ)$_2/(F_r_GSG) (B3/O)Z_4$X)/R)
FEO=FEO/(2_PI)
C
END !
SUBROUTINE ENTER(M_X_Y_Z_U_S)
C
C INPUT HATERIAL PROPERTIES OF LAYER !
C
TYPE If'ENTER E11'
ACCEPT _,E_I
TYPE St'ENTER E22'
ACCEPT _E22
TYPE I_'ENTER G12'
ACCEPT _012
T_PE $_'ENTER _12'
ACCEPT _tV12
00000002
TYPE 8,'ENTE_ ANQL_'
ACCEPT I,T_tE
C
_11"EI286B?4,
E22=E22m6894,
O12mOX256894,
C
8=(EII+E22)/2o
C
PXm3',1415926_4
PHI= THEZ21PI/360,
V21=V125E22/EI!
AI1"V22_V21
C
C STIFFNESS M_TRIX Q
C
Qll*Ell/A
Q22=E22/A
G12*V12ZG22
Q66=G12
C
C TRANSFORM O MATRIX TO NEW AXES SYSTEM ALONG PLATE-AXES
C
U1m(3Sg11 25012/8,
U2=(Oll-Q22)/2.
U3=(OlI+Q22-2ZQ12-45Q66)/S.
U4_(GIZ_Q22_6_GI2-4ZQ66)/S.
US=(QlI I2 /B.
C
M=UI _PHI)4_PHI)
X_UI-U2_COS(2_PHZ) (4ZPHI)
Y'U4-U3_COS(4$PHI)
Z'US"U3ZCOS(4ZPHZ)
Us-(U2/2*)ZSIN(2ZPHI)-U3ZSZN(4ZPHZ)
V_-(U2/2*)ZSZN(2ZPHZ) (4_PHZ)
C
C PRINT MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF LAYER (METRIC UNZT$)
C
PRINT 22_EII_E22PGI2_V12_THE
'" 22 FORMAT(SXP3(3X_EIOo3)_4XIF4,2_4X_F6.2)
RETURN
END
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I APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL NOISE REDUCTION DAT& FOR
} FIBER-REINFORCED COMPOSITE PANELS
l
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Figure B.2 Noise Reduction Characteristlcs of a Graphi=e-Epoxy
Panel with Ply-Orientation 0-0-0
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Figure B.4 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Graphlte-Epoxy
,( Panel with Ply Orientation 0-45-0
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Figure B.5 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Graphite-Epoxy
Panel with Ply Orientation 45-0-45 and i Stiffener
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Figure B.7 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Kevlar Panel
h:( wlth Ply Orientation 0-0-0
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Figure B,8 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Kevlar Panel
wi_h Ply Orientation 45-0'45
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Figure B.9 Noise ReductionCharacteristicsof a Kevlar Panel
with Ply-Orientation0-45-0
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m Figure B,IO Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Kevlar Panel
with Fly Orientation 45-0-45 and 1 5tlf_ener
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Figure B.II Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Kevlar Panel
with Ply Orientation 45-0-45 and 2 Stiffeners
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APPENDIX C
EXPERIMENTAL NOISE REDUCTION DATA FOR
INTERNAL PANEL CONFIGURATIONS
i,
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Figure C.I Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Perforated (45%)
Aluminum Panel with .025" 'l.'hicI_ess and No Treatment
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Figure C.2 Noise Reduction Characteristics o_ a Perforated (_5_)
! Aluminum Panel with .025" Thickness and a .05" Foam
and Leather Coverin_ as Treatment
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FiguEe C.3 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Perforated (45,_/:)
Aluminum Panel wiCh ,025" Thickness and Carpet as
Treatment 103
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< Figure 0.5 Noise Reducclon Characteristics o£ a Sandwic_ Panel
wlth a .25" Klege-Ce11 Type 75 Core and i Layer of
_ Type A Fiberglass on Both Sides with No TreaCment
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Figure C.6 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Sandwich Panel with
_ a .25" Klege-Cell Type 75 Core and I Layer of Type A
Fiberglass on Both Sides and a .125" Neoprene and Woolen
Covering as Treatment
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Figure C.? Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Sandwich Panel
wlth a .125" K1ege-Cell Type 75 Core and i Layer of
Type A Fiberglass on Both Sides and with No Treatment
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Figure C.8 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Sandwich Panel
•_, with a .125" Klege-Cell Type 75 Core and i Layer of
3. Type A Fiberglass on Both Sides and a .020" Royallte
Cover as Treatment
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Figure C.IO Noise Reduction Characteristics oE a Sandwich Panel with
a .125" Klege-Cel,l Type 75 Core and I Layer of Type A
Fiberglass on Both Sides and .5" Foam and Leather
Covering tlO ii
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'_ Figure C._I Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum
P_el with Klese-Flex Type 45 as Cre._tmenC
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Figure C.13 Noise Reduction ChazactecisCics of a Sandwich Panel
with a .25" Rohacell Cote and 1 Layer of 120 Phenolic
Pre-Pres Skin on Both Sides and No Treatment
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Figure C.14 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Sandwich Panel with
a .25" gohacell Core and 1 Layer of 120 Phenol.Jr Pre-Pre_
Skln on Both Sides and a .125" Neoprene and Woolen
Covering as Treatment
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Fisure C.15 Hoise Reduction Characteristics of a .5" Thermal Blanket
Contained in a Ba8 of OrcoftIm
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FiKure C.16 Rotse Reduction Characteristics o_ e Sandwich ?anel with a
.12Y' _ohace22 Core and 1 Layer oE 120 Phenolic Pre-_reg
_ Skin on Both Sides with No Treatment
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Fisure C.17 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Sandwich Panel with
a .125" Kohacell Core and I Layer of 120 Phenolic Pre-Pres
Skin on Both Sides and .020" _oyalite as Treatment
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Fisure C.18 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Sandwich Panel with
a .125" Rohacell Corewith i Layer o_ 120 Phenolic Pre-Pre_
Skin on Both Sides and Carpet as Treatment
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Figure C.20 Noise Reduction Characteristics of Two Sheets of
( Aluminum Bonded Together with Two Rectangular
Cutouts in one Sheet
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Figure C.22 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a Sandwich Panel wlth ]
J
,X a .25" Rohacell Core and 2 Layers of 120 Phenolic Pre-
i
Preg Skin on Bo_h Sides and No Treatment
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APPENDIX D
EXPERIMENTAL NOISE REDUCTION DATA
FOR TUNED DAMPER TESTS
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Fisure D,2 Noi._e Reduction Characteri._tlcs o6 a ,03c)" Alum_-num Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; u " .48 and K-2 - 13 ibf/in.
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Fisure D.3 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
"LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ " .53 and K2 - 13 ibf/in.an
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Ftsure D.4 Noise Reduct:ion Characterisf-tcs of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ " .58 and K2 - 13 ibf/in.
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Figure D.5 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ = .647 and }',2- 13 ibf/in.
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Fisure D.6 Noise Reduction Characteristics o_ a .032" Alt_minum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ = .647 and K2 = _3 lb,/in.
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Figure D.7 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" A.l_.lm_l.numPanel wir.h
an "LD-4OO" Tuned Damper; l_ m .68 and t(2 - 13 lbf/in.
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Figure D.8 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; p - .647 and K2 - 13 Ibf/in.
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Figure D,9 Noise Reduc_ion Characl:eristics of a .03T' Aluminum Panel wit:h
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ - .709 and K2 - 13 lbf/in.
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Figu_'eD.IO Noise Reduction Characteristics.of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ - .785 and K2 - 13 Ibf/In.
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Figure D.II Noise Reduction Characteristic_ of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ = .785 and K2 = 13 ibf/in.
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Figure D.12 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper;130_ = .93 and K2 - 13 Ib£/in. j
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Figure D.13 Noise ReductionCharacteristicsof a .032"AluminumPanel wlth
an "LD-400"Tuned Damper;_ - .93 and K2 - 13 lbf/In.
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Figure D.14 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ - .68 and K2 - 8 ibf/in.
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Figure D.15 Noise Reduction Characterlstlcs of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; u - .68 and K2 - 8 Ibf/in.
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Fisure D.16 Noise Reduc_lon Charac_erlstlcs of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; p - .68 and K2 - 10.5 ibf/in.
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Figure D.17 Noise Reduction Charac:erts_ics of a .032" Aluminum Panel wt_h
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ - .68 and K2 - i0.5 lbflln.
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Figure D.18 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
, an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ " _8 and K2 " 17 ibf/In.
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I Figure D.19 Noise ReductionCharacteristicsof a .032"Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400"Tuned Damper; _ = .68 and K2 = 17 lbf/in.
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Figure D.20 Noise Reduction Cha=acteristlcs of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ = .68 and K2 = 21 ibf/In.
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F:LgureD,21 Noise Reduct:LonCharacter:Lsl:Icso_ a .032"Aluminum_anet w:Ll:h
, an "LD-400"Tuned Damper;u = .68 and K2 " 21 1Dr/in.
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Figure D.22 Noise ReductionCharacteristicsof a .032"Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400"Tuned Damper;_ - .68 and K2 - 27 Ibf/in.
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Ftsure D.23 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400"Tuned Damper;_ = .68 and K2 - 27 ibf/in.
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Fisure D.24 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; 1_ " .68 and K2 - 32 lbt!/in.f
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Figure D.25 Noise Reduction Characteristics oE a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "LD-400" Tuned Damper; _ - .68 and K2 - 32 ibf/in.
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Figure D.26 Noise Reduction Characteris=ics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; _ = .785 and K2 " 12.8 ibf/in.
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Figure D.28 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Alumlnum Panel with
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; _ - .88 and K2 - 12.8 lbf/in.
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Figure D.30 Noise Eeduc_ion Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel wlth
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; _ - .58 and K2 - 46 ibf/In.
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:'_ Figure D.31 Noise Neduc_ion Characteristics o£ a .032" Aluminum Panel with
( an "Aquap].as" Tuned Da_pe_; _ - .58 and K2 " 46 l_f/in.
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Figure D.32 Noisc Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "Aquaplas" Tuned D_,mper;_ - .64 and K2 - 46 ibf/in.
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Figure D.33 Noise Reduction Characteristics of s .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; _ - .641 and K2 - 46 Ibf/in.
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Figure D.34 Noise Reduction Characterist_,cs of a .032" Alumlnim Panel with
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; _ - .71 and K2 - 46 1L_f/in.
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Figure D.35 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032,"Alumlnum Panel with
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; _ - .71 and I_2 - 46 ib£/In.
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Figure D.38 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; _ " .785 and K2 - 46 ibf/in.
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Figure D.39 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" &luminum Panel with
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; _ - .81 and K2 - 46 ibf/in.
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Figure D.40 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; 1_ - .71 and K2 n 25 lbf/in.
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Figure D.41 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
"Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; u - .71 and K2 - 25 :bf/in. 145an
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Figure D.43 Noise ReductionCharacteristicsof a .032" A1UminlmPanel _Ich
P _
an "Aquaplas"Tuned Damper; _ - .71 and K2 - 32 Ibf/in.
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Fisure D.44 Noise Reduction CharaccerisClcs of a ,032" Aluminum Panel with
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; _ - .71 and K2 - 37 lbf/in.
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Figure D.45 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; _ - .71 and K2 - 63 Ibflln.
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Figure D.46 Noise Reduction Characteristics of a .032" Aluminum Panel with I,
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; la - .71 and K2 - 63.5 lbf/in.f
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Figure D.47 Noise Reduction Characterisclcs of a .,032"Aluminum Panel wlth
an "Aquaplas" Tuned Damper; _ - .71 and K2 - 75 ibf/in,
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